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Martin'

s Island.
However, as we investigated further it became rather clear, at least
that if \'/
e were going to build a ne~
d__
lairport at Ocean CitYL~_
l}
again this
decision has not yet been made, it' s going to be your decision to make, but if a new
airport was to be built in terms of the aeronautical impact, in terms of its access
to the major portions of this part of the
County and Ocean City in particular, in
terms of its very minimal impact on the
taking of lands which are in either agricultural or in other uses at the present time, in terms of noise
or reduced noise

to

me,

impact

dictated that we look to the development of a new facility in what' s
known as Assawoman Bay adjacent to St. Martin' s Island or
adjacent to an area which
I believe is currently being
a
as
recreational
area
developed
by Mr. Caine. Now I
know that there will be massive environmental
connected
with any such proproblems
I know that there was a sizeable segment of
raised
posal.
to the dredging
opposition
of a small boat channel from the Delaware line down
the
back
through
bay area down
to Virginia.
It occurred to us that if that channel was in fact
approved and dredged
at least part of the material that would be
could
be
dredged
placed in fill for an
It would help resolve at least part of the
airport.
of
the disposal of that
problem
material which would be dredged out of Synepuxent Bay and Assawoman
Bay and the other
So it stands that the two projects could
bays up and down in back of the islands.
I recognize that even if a small boat channel is
go hand in hand.
approved it' s
probably going to be some time before work is actually undertaken. The material that
would be dredged out of the small boat channel would not be sufficient in itself at
least in the area there where it could be
transported economically to create the
landfill necessary for a runway.
As I would visualize such development the runway
and parallel taxiway would be constructed in
hydraulic fill or in fill material in

impact,

prudence

Assawoman Bay adjacent to the existing land mass and the
ancillary facilities, the
aprons, the administrative areas and the like would be built on hard ground.
And I
know that there are many, many environmental
The wetlands law in Maryland
problems.
is quite explicit with respect to title to the land out in the
bay. I think Mr. Funk
I believe it' s a title in the areas below low
might have some information on that.
aters belong to
Attorney Cathe 11: .

the State of ~
and,
1aryl- -Below hi gh water.
From high water, that is,

Whittle:
that there are,

Mr.

do

they

not?~-- -- - -- --..-,---------,-,

it' s public domain.
I don' t think the fact
that there' ll be environmental opposition should
deter.
I would suppose the first part of
departure would be the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources or the Wetlands Commission and Mr. Greiner or Mr. Funk of the
G,- einer Company would have the best information in that
regard. The site in question
is within minutes of the intersection. of the. new bridge_a~ d the_~each ~!~ hw~
y._ It
still has good access to the south, tiie souti-icrn
Ai i of the
part 0'- Ocean City.
It would be virtually no noise impact from such a
approaches would be over water.
facility. There \'~ uld be no taking of land which is in either agricultural or other
In this sense it is an environmental
farming uses, for the raising of poultry.
that

we

can

see

improvement, as an alternative to taking a piece of land
maybe currently devoted to the raising of poultry or
from Trappe farms earlier today, I nqtice there another

or

that may be in production
other uses.
In coming back

new subdivision
going in
that looked like it hasn' t been used.
The crop producing
areas are becoming fewer and fewer.
It would be desirable not to take more of that
kind of reduction in available crop areas.
I believe one of the arguments that was
made in favor of the small boat channel was the
bringing of foodstuffs into the Ocean
I think that would be a rather novel idea but I
City area by barge.
guess it is
conceivable.
That was an indication to me, however, that there is a need for
importing quantities of foodstuffs and certainly a move in local sources would seem an
undesirable course of action.
Now what I' ve been talking about is an alternative to,
one of the alternatives
to staying at the present site.
Let' s talk about that for
When we first started thinking about it, or
just a moment.
anybody that starts thinking about an airport or any other capital improvement project they have several alternatives and there' s many good sites that are available to us here at Ocean
City and
I will associate myself with these if
We could have done nothing in
you don' t mind.
effect.
We could have recommended that the present
airport stay just the Wqy it is
and we would try to get along as best we could.
The sec9nd- alternatfve would be to
with the present real estate to make the absolute maximized use of the
presently held
real estate.
The third alternative would be to stay at the present site but
acquire'
additional real estate to put in needed facilities and
improvements to provide for
an
airport that would satisfactorily serve the needs of Ocean City for the next twenty
And the fourth alternative of course is to move elsewhere....
years.
Now let' s go

down in that

area

in

an

area
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I think what you have seen in the growth here in Ocean
back to the present site.
the
five
in
past
years is, an indication that: if you do nothing is unacceptable.
City
And the second alternative which is to take the real estate as ituexrsFs' and try to
make maximum use of it has some potential, however, there are problems with respect
to crosswinds.
There are problem$ with the available amount of space for development of expanding needs in the terminal area and there are problems with respect to
The third alternative at the present site is to acquire as
the existing Route 611.
much land adjacent to it to permit the construction of a new runway in a generally
north- south direction which is approximately the dominant direction of the winds
because the high winds bother the smaller aircraft.
By working with the Maryland
State Highway Administration and this is quite timely because of actions that they
to work with them to see what can be done
are anticipating with respect to 611,

regarding

possible realignment

some

the extension of the

of 611

vicinity of the airport to permit
operations of larger aircraft. The
development would be minimal because the new
in the

to allow

present runway
of land for that kind of
runway constructed would be a short runway and the present runway would be the
Now I understand that such overtures have been
dominant runway in the long run.
made to the Maryland Highway Administration and that they are amicable with regards
Scott
to possible alternatives to the present location of 611 and I think that Col.
the
and Mr. Funk have also been given information in that regard concerning
possiIt' s fortunate now that we have a
bilities of making adjustments in that already.
Department of Transportation in Maryland that both the Highway Administration and
the Aviation Administration come under Harry Hughes and that very good coordination
the interplay between the airport and highway.
can be effected, regarding the plan,
We did find out that there was a
That would be true regardless of where you go.
proposal on 611, I think they' re going to, dualize it eventually and that the land
acquisition' for right- of- ways is quite imminent and we felt that it would be timely to

acquisition

Now, my
those people and see what could be done regarding realignment.
recommendation, and this is only my recommendation as planning director, the final
reconmendC:it i oni s going to have to- become- aconsu1 tati on between the City ofOcean-'-~---City, you, Mayor Kelley, and your associates from the Council and your consultants.
I feel that the best thing to do is conduct an examination of the site up here
adjacent to St. Martinis Island, it' s a little bit north of St. Martinis Island.

approach

Is it Drum Point?
Councilman Frame:
Is it marked on this map?
Councilman Showell:
Mr. Whittle:
Yeah, I believe it' s marked.
Councilman Showell:
Lighthouse Sound, up next to Lighthouse Sound?
H(.
And I have driven allover this a. ea in the past
Whittle;
Yes, thatIs it.
several weeks looking at these sites so I' d become familiar with them and I notice
Marti"n'
s Neck there is a steady truck traffic and I believe
that just driving up St.
that there' s a golf course or a pair of golf courses along with a tennis complex
going in there at the present time. And, if the airport would be entirely compatible

with that kind of development also.
Councilman Trimper:
From looking at. this map, it shows, the airport practically
out
in
the
Is that what you envision?
completely
bay.
Mr. Whittle:
The runway itself, yes, I would presume that the runway would be built
It would be filled either through
out in the area that is now covered by water.
There would have to be some
fill
material
from
the
channel.
dredged
hydraulic
if
that
in
the bay area.
would
be
permitted
supplemental dredging
Councilman Trimper:
Is there some possibility that the State agency would permit
this?
Whittle:

think the first point of departure would be to check with the Maryof
Natural Resources and the Wetlands Commission to just get a feel
Department
if they are going to go into orbit on this thing and fight you all the way.
Councilman Trimper:
They won' t even let you fill a little piece that' s beyond that
Mr.

I

land

and to build an airport in the bay I can' t envision it.
I would hate to prejudge any determination without an environmental
Whittle:
The
environmental
issues as I' m sure you are aware are very emotionally
study.
oriented.
You don' t have to apply reason, all you have ~ o apply is emotion.
And
I think we' ve been long
not that I object to some of the things that are being done.

big
Mr.

some of the problems that we have created for ourselves.
I
that there has to be some way of drawing a line and a rationalization
recognition that you just don' t stop the world, I mean, you can' t do that.
Our comments of the town when they made a whole bunch of islands
Attorney Cathell:

past due in correcting
think,
and a

however,
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I just want to ask him one thing and he might have covered
Councilman Richardson:
and
wide is that property at the present ajr.p- or.tnorth
How
it.
this and I missed
we
need?
do
south and how much more
I think, George, we looked at something
It' s about 17 or 1800 feet.
Mr. Whittle:
the
additional runway, 2000 to 2500 feet
us
to
feet
once that it may be 2000
g1ve
It would be a fairly
feet wide.
about
and
500
length in the southerly direction
is
I
believe
area
The
estate.
currently. in farm land, I think
minimal taking of real
looked at it.
at
least,
1
the
it
was
there,
day,
it' s cattle

grazing

Wait until tomorrow. .
Councilman Trimper:
Yeah, it' ll be steaks thrown allover.
Mr. Whittle:
As far as costs goes, your
If I might add something here now.
Mr. Georqe Funk:
the
existing airport, either scheme, either a long
cost, relative cost of developing
one
a
short
north- south runway or
running east- west or developing the site on the
There
noise, unable to discern...
see it now...
can
as
we
island is so nearly equal
at
this
and
dollars
million
the
two
in
difference
may be a hundred thousand dollars
costs.
the
what
t
know
We
don'
property
point in time there' s two million intangible.
could be substantial.
Property costs are substantial now that the existing airport
the acquisition
cost,
the
'
land
be
substantial,
alone could
The cost of

relocating

the offshore site are relatively...
up
s
We' re not going to stand to have that relocation, Mr. Funk, that'
Mayor Kelley:
Can' t stand any of that.
up to Harry Hughes.
to have to acquire land for that Isle of Wight
re
Councilman
at

cost

Trimper:

They'

going

anyhow.

I think, though,
it would be strictly up to them.
this
we
as
we could get
Mayor and City Counci: l
proceed,
Mr. Funk,
I think it' s imperathen
not,
and
if
would have to have some cost figures it we move
of the highway
relocation
the
about
tive that we sit down with Mr. Funk and find out
there
And
thereof.
again
and the, what land acquisition is needed and the costs
that
with the Federal government and the State and what we can get the County, so
Not right there,
in all fairness that

Mayor Kelley:

the

City

knows its costs. .-... ..., -.--.-----.---

It
of the County.
Mayor Kelley, 11m glad you brought up the matter
in
this
a
development
partner
would be highly desirable in my view to have them as
The airport is probably going to be located as an island, a
for several reasons.
that you would
City island in the County and for the kinds of land use protection
of
cooperation from
need around the airport you' re going to have to have a lot
them as a cohave
to
sponsor
The best way to assure as we see it is
Worcester County.
to
11m not....
It' d help share the burden.
or to be a part of the development.
rr~ re
address any of these politicai issues, these are problems that you are much
to
providing
but with regard to sharing the cost, with regard
averse on than I,
desirable
make
would
partners.
around
very
they
your airport,
zoning protection
There may be other reasons why their participation would not be desirable.
They have performed
We would anticipate no problems in that area.
Mayor Kelley:
and I might say granted every request of this Body so I feel very confident that
which would be presented to
they would participate to the extent. that was fair and
And I' m
them, which I' m sure, the last time we called they took half of our costs.
re
we'
if this doesn' t help, of course
sure they see the need for this facility,
selfish enough to know that it helps Ocean City, but what helps Ocean City helps this
We definitely are the biggest part of the County taxwise, so 11m sure that
County.
this facility would be participated into our requirement to the extent what we ask
Mr.

Whittle:

them.
Whittle:

too the status
just might for a moment, I could probably cl~ ar up
and
what the
of our program, the Federal funding of airport development projects
the
official
means
future holds for that program as I see it and this being by no

If

Mr.

view because
June

30th

obligated

as

I

of the end of the current fiscal

year,

of the year

1975 ending

on

We have
Our funding authorization expires.
next, our program expires.
for
available
have
we
that
of the money
or have tentatively assigned all
was
it
Act,
when
originally passed
The Airport and Airway Development

this year.
in 1970 was

beyond the current
extend it as it
to
the
of
It will require action on the part
Congress
fiscal year.
what it' s going
but
I don' t think there' s any question
was extended two years ago~
be
some
will
there
recognition
I would hope that in the extension
to be extended.
as well of the impact of the energy
administration
the
and
the
present
by
Congress
by
situation that' s occurred and its effect on prices and on the general escalation of
all costs, construction, administration, planning in other words, and that our
a

ten year

authorization.

extension authorization will

also

So it has five years to go

provide

additional

obligating

monies.

At the current
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we

wi 11

inmedi ate 1 y.

to

Scott:

fire

It'

me

s

But

I want

sun.

has

some

questions of you, I at this time
Scotty, Bill, Mr. Funk.

want

on

to thank you

certa1nly
pleasure.
Mr. Whittle:
It' s always a pleasure, Mayor.
Well,
Mayor Kelley:
you know what I' ve thought of you all these
re
an
asset
I
and
mean this sincerely,
I' ve told you before,
you'
Aviation people, I think you' ve served everybody well and...
Mr. Whittle:
I might call on you to tell the Administrator that
Mr.

PAGE TEN

get enough today.

Council,

City

of them,

unless the Council

But,

Mayor Kelley:

s
a

NUMBER

a

years, Bill, I think
to the Federal
when he threatens

periodically.
As

lawyer down in Crisfield criticized
far as your honesty and integrity.
you'
impeccable
all
and
the
effort
because this means something for
you
amount of work and energy that' s got to go into it, why
very appreciative.
Mayor Kelley:

a

re

as

me

about another

But

man,

I

think

really do appreciate
us,
for our City, and the
this Council and the Mayor is
I

Whittle:

Fine, thank you very much.
I' m interested because I saw a picture
that
reminded
me
when
I
first
started
yesterday
coming here, and it was a picture
of Mayor Kelley who was then head of the Beach Patrol and I think there were seven
members on the Beach Patrol.
Mr.

Nine, 1935.
And the boy that is Captain now, I think that' s quite a
he
took
over
and has been Captain ever since.
I think that' s quite a record.
history,
He has really done a tremendous job and it' s something now to go up there and see a
hundred and forty lifeguards protecting ' this
ten-mile
strip of beach and they do a

Mayor Kelley:

tremendous

job.

Councilman Showell:

County Conmissioners,

Mayor, may I reconmend
perhaps, to meet too?

that

we

get

a

representative

from the

I think it would be ideal for them to participate.
What is the currentstatusoftheWbrcester County Environnientalirlfs-n-----Is that a permanent body or is that...?
Bill, I wish you wouldn' t say any more.
That' s a bad word.
Mayor Kelley:
Mr.
Dale told me not to mention any names.
Funk:
Mr. Whittle:
I only know what I read in the newspapers.
Councilman Tfimper:
They' ll have a letter to you tomorrow.
Attorney Cathell:
They' ll have a report, they' ll have a report out tomorrow, twentyfi ve page...
Councilman Showell:
FOr thoughts of violation, isn'~ it?
At this point the County Conmissioners
and the Mayor and City Council
Mayor Kelley:
are bad
guys.
They don' t wear the dodge hats.
Mr. Whittle:
Oh, for heaven' s sake.
President Powell:
Are there any other questions or...?

Mayor Kelley:
Hr.

whittle:

2)

MRS.

ANGEL CASE

Well,

may I ask a
President Powell:

question, sir?
Certainly.

them over, Mr. Powell.
think most of you know me and I am a candidate for
would like to know at this point I would like an answer, when is the
Mayor and!
absentee ballot going to be available to the public?
We have to pass an ordinance first, Mrs. Case.
Mayor Kelley:
Mrs. Case:
I know that and I talked to Sheldon Dietert today and he told me
perhaps
not until the last filing date which would not give the voters really more than about
I want you

Mayor Kelley:

Mrs.

ten

Case:

days

I'

m

to hold

Angel Case,

I

to...

Mr. Cathell has been working on that and as soon as he presents an
Mayor Kelley:
ordinance to the Mayor and City Council and if it be adopted then it will be, made
available as soon as a printing office can get it out. - .
Mrs. Case:
Well,
I' have been trying to get an answer to' that
questiol[ for a couple
of weeks already and I seem to, I can' t say runaround, but I, you know, the ball is
bouncing back and forth and I would really like to know will the voters have time
enough before the election or may I suggest that we extend the election date by two
weeks or the filing date by less (?)
two weeks?
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qualms about the people having long

no

enough. _

n_'____,

Would you say, though, that ten days would be long enough?
Attorney Cathell:
Mayor, you can' t extend the date for election.
No, I' m not talking about that...
Mayor Kelley:
wouldn' t have time...
Attorney Cathell: ...
No, we wouldn' t change the election date anyway.
Mayor Kelley:
Mrs.

Case:

Mrs.

Case:

Could

Mayor Kelley:

Could

Case:

Mrs.

we

filing date?
people voted the election
change the filing date then? I
the

change

Because the
we

date in anyway.
could we reduce the

mean

filing

date?

Mayor Kelley:

No.

if your filing date ends September 1 and your election is September 16,
what chance does that possibly give the people if all names should be on the ballot by
September 1, then what chance do people have of getting the absentee ballot? That' s
Case:

Mrs.

my

But

question.
There will be
Before the 16th?

Mayor Kelley:
Case:

Mrs.

enough

time,

Mrs.

Case.

Oh yes.
don' t know, we have, Mayor respectfully, we have a mailing system today
and you know that it' s within four to five days no matter where you send mail.
Well,
the people that have called in have been instructed to handle it
Mayor Kelley:
So as soon as the City
that
is
make a request to the Clerk- Treasurer.
and
properly,
be
made
Ballot,
will
the
ordinance,
the
Absentee
they
up as soon as possible
passes
and then they will be made available.
Mrs. Case:
Mr. Dietert told me that...
Councilman Showell:
Mayor, excuse me, but may we excuse
Mayor, excuse me, Mayor.

Mayor Kelley:
Case:

Mrs.

these

I

gentlemen?

Oh yes.
This here is not a public meeting as such, Mrs. Case, where
business...
public
I called in advance.
Mrs. Case:
Yes, I know.
as
This was a...
It'
s
not
such, as a public meeting.
Mayor Kelley:
Are there any questions about the airport or any other comments?
President Powell:
The secretary asked for a clarification of something Mr. Whittle had said and at
The Mayor, Council, members
this point all attendees for the airport were excused.
of the press, Mrs. Case and Mrs. Kitty Spinelli remained.)

Mayor Kelley:

Is that

Powell:

President

Councilman Showell:

Mayor Kelley:

No,

Could
President Powell:
Case:

Mrs.

live

got

one

John Dale has
I ask one more
Just a second,

1111

recognize you.

Mrs.

Case:

all

Oh,

it?

question.
something and...
question before
ma' am,
just as

I

ieave?

soon

as

we

take

care

of

business

our

right.

COUNCILMAN JOHN DALE SHOWELL

3)

President Powell:
John, do you have business?
I got a,
Councilman Showell:
something that shouldn' t take many minutes, at least to
give thought to. Newt Cropper and I have had this presented to us and we felt that
to expedite things maybe to consider,
for us to be able to consider it, either to act
on
it tonight or to act on it at the next Council meeting.
Mr. Jarvis is quite anxious
for
the

us

to consider

a

request that he has that he thinks will be in good

taste

and for

good
City and since Newt couldn' t be here tonight, the Building Inspector
this
to
me
to ask if I would pass it around so everybody could be familiar with
brought
it.
What it is, it' s like a board about four by eight with Jarvis, with an advertisement on it, with Ocean City Welcomes You and says Please Keep Our City Clean and it
has a trash basket for the people to deposit their trash.
Now it doesn' t necessarily
of Ocean

have to be for

sider

as

an

Jarvis or anything else, but it' s something for the Town maybe to conclean- up proposal that might be open to anybody that wants to

overall

pick them up.
Councilman Frame:

Where

Councilman Showell:

conforming sign.

I

It

are

guess,
looks to

they supposed
I
me

as

to

put them up?

private properties
though...

suppose

on

that would be

a

non-

